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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 137.86 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 28.95 €

Product details:
Product code: PTR2019MLDPUG
EAN: 0735163153200
Manufacturer: Corel

166.81 €
* VAT included
The top choice in painting software by artists worldwide
Achieve painting perfection with the most realistic and professional digital art studio. Painter® 2019 offers NaturalMedia® and unlimited art materials to delight any illustrator, photographer or fine artist.
Created by PROS for PROS
Whether transitioning from traditional art to digital art software, or painting solely in the digital world, Painter will exceed
your expectations. We rely on an advisory council of diverse artists to ensure that we meticulously emulate a traditional
experience and surpass the needs of illustrators, fine artists and photo artists.
Contemporary user-requested updates
Launch a refreshing and transformed user interface to reveal a darker theme, allowing your painting process to take
center stage. We've corrected a few imperfections that may have inhibited your full creative potential, freeing you to
seamlessly execute your vision.
Compatibility and incredible performance
Thanks to enhanced support for multi-core processors and CPUs that use AVX2 extensions and extensive code
optimizations, this is the fastest version of Painter yet. Windows multi-touch pan, zoom and rotate is a breeze. Wacom
tablet painting and navigating is a dream. And we'll support your .PSD files.
Colossal brush collection
Imagine kicking off your creative exploration with over 900 inspiring brushes. Our latest version includes 36 NEW and
diverse brushes plus the world's most realistic Natural-Media® and exclusive Particles, Pattern Pens, Thick Paint
brushes and so much more!
Composition guidance
Ensure your final artwork is picture-perfect by using Painter's versatile Divine Proportion, Rule of Thirds, Perspective
Guides, Professional Photo-Painting tools, Textures, Gradients, Selections and in-app learning to quickly guide you
through to your final masterpiece.
Completely customizable
Paint your way. Customize or collaborate with others, and import just about anything you want: Brushes, Custom
Palettes, Papers, Flow Maps, Colors, Textures, Patterns, Gradients, Nozzles, Looks, Weaves, Images and Selections.
Main specifications:

License
Language version:
License quantity:
Software type:
License type:

System requirements

Multilingual
1 license(s)
Upgrade
Full

Windows operating systems supported:
Mac operating systems supported:
Minimum hard disk space:
Minimum RAM:
Minimum processor speed:
Minimum processor family:
Minimum display resolution requirement:
Recommended RAM:
64-bit computing:
Optical drive required:
Browser supported:

Windows 10 Education x64,Windows 10 Enterprise x64,Windows 10
Home x64,Windows 10 Pro x64,Windows 7 x64,Windows 8.1 x64
Mac OS X 10.11 El Capitan,Mac OS X 10.12 Sierra,Mac OS X 10.13
High Sierra
1000 MB
2048 MB
2000 MHz
Athlon 64,Core 2 Duo
1280 x 800 pixels
8192 MB
Y
Y
Internet Explorer 11+
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